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Why Study Cluster Outskirts?

• majority of dark matter, baryons, metals in cluster

• clusters are still accreting at Rvir ~ R200

• constrain cluster formation models, assembly history 

• clumping, turbulence, electron-ion non-equilibrium

• universal temperature, pressure profiles?

• clusters as cosmological tools via mass, baryon 
fraction

• helpful to understand cluster physics to 
use them as cosmological probes

Abell 85: X-ray (NASA/CXC/SAO/A.Vikhlinin et al.); Optical (SDSS)



Observational Challenges

• hot ICM in X-rays; very faint in outskirts, 
less than 30% of BG at Rvir

• large coverage area needed

• Chandra - high spatial resolution

• XMM - high throughput

• Suzaku - low instrumental background

• but poor spatial resolution

Chandra

Suzaku



Clusters to R200 with Suzaku
PKS 0745-191	
 George+2009

Abell 2204	
 Reiprich+2009

Abell 1795	
 Bautz+2009

Abell 1413	
 Hoshino+2010

Abell 1689	
 Kawaharada+2010

Perseus	
 Simionescu+2010

RXJ 1159+5531	
 Humphrey+2011

Abell 2142	
 Akamatsu+2011

….and more!
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• 9 Suzaku pointings, 250 ksec
out to 25’ = 2 Mpc ~ R200

• Suzaku HPD ~ 2’ ~ 150 kpc

• spectral extraction regions
point sources (excluded)
background regions

• density & temperature profiles
➜ entropy, fgas, pressure profile 
(assuming hydrostatic equilibrium, 
spherical symmetry)

Abell 1795 with Suzaku

Bautz+2009, Miller+in prep

20’
1.5 Mpc



Abell 1795
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A1795 Surface Brightness

β = 0.68

r500 r200

Bautz+2009



A1795 Surface Brightness

β = 0.68

north - 5σ detection
south - upper limit

north 5x brighter than south
4σ difference!

r500 r200

Bautz+2009



A1795 Temperature Profile

Suzaku (north)
Suzaku (south)
XMM (Snowden et al 2008)

Bautz+2009



A1795 Temperature Profile

Suzaku (north)
Suzaku (south)

r200

r500

Bautz+2009, Miller+in prep



Accretion onto clusters is not spherical!

Temperature Isocontours

• Blue = 106 K (WHIM)

• Green = 5x106 K
• Purple = 107 K

• Red = 5x107 K

Comparison with Simulations

Burns+2010



Comparison with Simulations

Roncarelli+2006 (also Burns+2010, Nagai+2011)

Accretion onto clusters is clumpy!



Clusters to R200 with Suzaku
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relation of Burns et al. (2010) represents the temperature pro-
files for the 6 clusters fairly well. This approximate “universal”
temperature profile suggests that clusters generally hold self-
similar relation even near r200, where some temporary effects
caused by infalling matter may be seen. Note that the tem-
perature drop in the filament direction of A1689 (not shown
in Fig 6) is flatter than the average A1689 profile, suggesting
a very efficient heating going on in the filament direction as
compared with typical clusters.

Table 8. Cluster samples and those properties

Cluster z Ref. k〈T 〉 r200
[keV] [Mpc](arcmin)

Abell 2142 0.090 This work 8.6 2.46 (24.6)
PKS 0745-191 0.103 George et al. 2008 7.0 2.21 (19.6)
Abell 2052 0.036 Tamura et al. 2008 3.2 1.54 (36.7)
Abell 2204 0.152 Reiprich et al. 2009 8.7 2.40 (13.2)
Abell 1795 0.063 Bautz et al. 2009 5.3 1.96 (26.9)
Abell 1413 0.143 Hoshino et al. 2010 7.4 2.24 (14.8)
Abell 1689 0.183 Kawaharada et al. 2010 9.3 2.44 (13.3)
Perseus 0.018 Simionescu et al. 2011 6.5 2.22 (103.1)
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Fig. 6. Scaled projected temperature profiles. The profiles have been
normalized to the mean temperature. The r200 derived from Henry et
al. (2009). Dotted line show simulation result Burns et al. (2010). Two
gray dashed lines show standard deviation.

All the clusters in figure 6 are morphologically relaxed sys-
tems, even though all of them show an elliptical shape to some
extent. Therefore, we may regard the model temperature pro-
file to be a typical feature for clusters having relaxedmorpholo-
gies. We note that the present A2142 profile shows a smooth
temperature decline with radius, even though it is a merger
cluster characterized by clear cold fronts within 3′ (0.11r200)
from the center.
We note that when we fit the temperature profiles with

the above formula 2, A2142 data are characterized by β =
−5.8 ± 0.8, which indicates a steepr slpe than the average,
β = −3.2± 0.4. On the other hand in A1689, the filament di-
rection shows a flatter temperature profile (Kawaharada et al.
2010) than the average curve. It has been discussed that A1689
still holds the heating feature caused by recent matter infall.
The same process may be working in A1413 which also shows

somewhat flatter temperature distribution (Hoshino et al. 2010)
even though the presence of filament is not clear in the ob-
served direction.
Even though flatter temperature profiles are regarded as a

sign of recent matter infall, steeper temperature curves such
as seen in A 2142 and abrupt temperature drops, as seen in
A 3667 and Virgo Cluster can also be a sign of recent heat-
ing (Finoguenov et al. 2010; Urban et al. 2011). This point
will be discussed further in the next section. Therefore, simple
steepness of the temperature profile seems to carry somewhat
degenerate information about the cluster evolution.

6.2. Entropy Profiles

The entropy of ICM is used as an indicator of the energy ac-
quired by the gas. We will refer to “entropy” of the ICM by
K = kTn−2/3e following the recent convention. Numerical simu-
lations indicate that a self-similar growth of clusters commonly
show entropy profiles approximated by r1.1 up to r200, exclud-
ing the cool core region (Voit et al. 2003). Recent XMM-
Newton results on the entropy profiles of 31 clusters showed
a median slope of 0.98 out to about r500 which is approxi-
mately 0.5r200 (Pratt et al. 2010). The slope also showed posi-
tive correlation with the average temperature. They also found
that morphologically disturbed clusters show a large scatter
(0.5–2.0) in the slope. Suzaku has extended the entropy mea-
surement close to r200 for several clusters, and showed a flat-
tening or even a decrease at r ! 0.5r200 as mentioned earlier.
Discussion has been made that the ICMmay not be under equi-
librium in the cluster outer regions (Hoshino et al. 2010).
Figure 7 shows the entropy profile of A2142 based on the

present Suzaku measurements. The solid line indicates the
slope of 1.1. The entropy slope is consistent with this value
in the radius range 0.1−0.4r200 (2.′5−10′). The slope becomes
flatter at r > 0.4r200 and goes negative near r200. This feature is
more clearly seen in figure 7(b), which shows the ratio to the
r1.1 curve which can be fitted for the inner profile, r < 0.4r200.
Including the previous results for PKS0745-191 and A1413,
flattening of the entropy profile in such outer regions looks to
be a common feature.
As for the cause of the entropy drop relative to the predicted

r1.1 relation, two possibilities have been pointed out so far. One
is the non-equilibrium effect (Hoshino et al. 2010; Burns et al.
2010) and the other is the clumpiness (Simionescu et al. 2011),
both working only in the outer regions. These two conditions
are not mutually exclusive but may be closely related with each
other.
Regarding the effect of clumpiness, Nagai (2011) exam-

ined with numerical simulations how much clumping in ac-
creting gas could cause overestimation of gas density since the
emissivity scales as density squared. This density overestima-
tion gives lower entropy values, hence resulting in a flatten-
ing around r200. Results of Nagai (2011) show that the en-
tropy drops by 10-15% from the true value at around r200. In
the A2142 case, the observed entropy curve starts to flatten
around r500 and decreases to less than 40% of the r1.1 extention
at r200 (∼ 25′). This large suppression of the entropy seems
too large according to the simulation. Therefore, clumping is
not likely to be the only or the dominant source of the entropy
suppression.

Akamatsu+11

simulations
Burns+10

Hoshino et al. 2010, George et al. 2009, 
Kawaharada et al. 2010, Bautz et al. 2009, 

Reiprich et al. 2009
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gies. We note that the present A2142 profile shows a smooth
temperature decline with radius, even though it is a merger
cluster characterized by clear cold fronts within 3′ (0.11r200)
from the center.
We note that when we fit the temperature profiles with

the above formula 2, A2142 data are characterized by β =
−5.8 ± 0.8, which indicates a steepr slpe than the average,
β = −3.2± 0.4. On the other hand in A1689, the filament di-
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2010) than the average curve. It has been discussed that A1689
still holds the heating feature caused by recent matter infall.
The same process may be working in A1413 which also shows
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even though the presence of filament is not clear in the ob-
served direction.
Even though flatter temperature profiles are regarded as a

sign of recent matter infall, steeper temperature curves such
as seen in A 2142 and abrupt temperature drops, as seen in
A 3667 and Virgo Cluster can also be a sign of recent heat-
ing (Finoguenov et al. 2010; Urban et al. 2011). This point
will be discussed further in the next section. Therefore, simple
steepness of the temperature profile seems to carry somewhat
degenerate information about the cluster evolution.
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lations indicate that a self-similar growth of clusters commonly
show entropy profiles approximated by r1.1 up to r200, exclud-
ing the cool core region (Voit et al. 2003). Recent XMM-
Newton results on the entropy profiles of 31 clusters showed
a median slope of 0.98 out to about r500 which is approxi-
mately 0.5r200 (Pratt et al. 2010). The slope also showed posi-
tive correlation with the average temperature. They also found
that morphologically disturbed clusters show a large scatter
(0.5–2.0) in the slope. Suzaku has extended the entropy mea-
surement close to r200 for several clusters, and showed a flat-
tening or even a decrease at r ! 0.5r200 as mentioned earlier.
Discussion has been made that the ICMmay not be under equi-
librium in the cluster outer regions (Hoshino et al. 2010).
Figure 7 shows the entropy profile of A2142 based on the

present Suzaku measurements. The solid line indicates the
slope of 1.1. The entropy slope is consistent with this value
in the radius range 0.1−0.4r200 (2.′5−10′). The slope becomes
flatter at r > 0.4r200 and goes negative near r200. This feature is
more clearly seen in figure 7(b), which shows the ratio to the
r1.1 curve which can be fitted for the inner profile, r < 0.4r200.
Including the previous results for PKS0745-191 and A1413,
flattening of the entropy profile in such outer regions looks to
be a common feature.
As for the cause of the entropy drop relative to the predicted

r1.1 relation, two possibilities have been pointed out so far. One
is the non-equilibrium effect (Hoshino et al. 2010; Burns et al.
2010) and the other is the clumpiness (Simionescu et al. 2011),
both working only in the outer regions. These two conditions
are not mutually exclusive but may be closely related with each
other.
Regarding the effect of clumpiness, Nagai (2011) exam-

ined with numerical simulations how much clumping in ac-
creting gas could cause overestimation of gas density since the
emissivity scales as density squared. This density overestima-
tion gives lower entropy values, hence resulting in a flatten-
ing around r200. Results of Nagai (2011) show that the en-
tropy drops by 10-15% from the true value at around r200. In
the A2142 case, the observed entropy curve starts to flatten
around r500 and decreases to less than 40% of the r1.1 extention
at r200 (∼ 25′). This large suppression of the entropy seems
too large according to the simulation. Therefore, clumping is
not likely to be the only or the dominant source of the entropy
suppression.

Akamatsu+11

simulations
Burns+10

declining kT to R200

“universal” temperature profile
(Burns+10)

Hoshino et al. 2010, George et al. 2009, 
Kawaharada et al. 2010, Bautz et al. 2009, 

Reiprich et al. 2009



Suzaku Cluster Outskirts Project

• selected from Snowden et al. 2008 XMM cluster catalog

• “relaxed”, no substructure

• falling, flat, and rising kT profiles

• full azimuthal coverage out to R200 

Cluster	
 z	
 R200	
 ksec	
 date obs.                 
A383	
 0.187	
 9.3	
 110	
 July 2010
A1413	
 0.135	
 14.8	
 170	
 May 2010 + archive
A1795	
 0.063	
 26.0	
 260	
 June 2009 + archive
A1914	
 0.174	
 14.5	
 160	
 June 2010
A2204	
 0.151	
 11.8	
 140	
 Sep 2010 + archive
RXCJ0605	
 0.137	
 12.2	
 150	
 May 2010
A773	
 0.216	
 9.5	
 200	
 May 2011
A2667	
 0.221	
 10.0	
 200	
 July 2011
A1068	
 0.147	
 10.8	
 200	
 Oct 2011



Abell 2204
z = 0.151

12’ ~ 2 Mpc



Systematics

• at rvir , cluster flux < 30% of background

• constraining the background is vital

• particle BG, Galactic thermal BG, cosmic X-ray BG

• constrained by outer regions, ROSAT

• sources of background uncertainty 

• scattered X-ray flux from bright core 
(< 5% of BG; simulations underway)

• cosmic background variations (up to 40% of BG)
for small extraction regions (≤ 0.01 deg2), background 
accuracy limited by Poisson statistics of point sources 
(AGN) just below threshold



Cosmic Background Variations

• Suzaku detection limit         
~ 10-13 erg/s/cm2

• Chandra detection limit
~ 10-14 erg/s/cm2

• expect ~ 1 source per region
between Suzaku, Chandra limits

• Suzaku surf. brightness limit
σB ~ 4×10-12 erg/s/cm2/deg2

     ~ 40% of soft BG!

• Chandra surf. brightness limit
σB ~ 1×10-12 erg/s/cm2/deg2

     ~ 10% of soft BG!

cumulative flux dist.  Moretti et al. 2003

Chandra

Suzaku

~ one
source



with Suzaku alone

with Suzaku 
and Chandra
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Suzaku XMM

Suzaku Chandra

Suzaku point sources

Chandra point sources

A2204



Suzaku XMM

Suzaku Chandra

Suzaku point sources

Chandra point sources

A2204

only 7 of 28 fields
observed with Chandra

so far….
more this cycle and next!



RXCJ0605

14’ ~ 2 Mpc

z = 0.137



RXCJ0605

temperature electron density



RXCJ0605

entropy gas fraction

M200 = 4.2x1014 M⊙

c200 = 12

S∝R1.1

non-rad gravity
Voit 2005

fb

fb - 10% stars

assume NFW



Surface brightness images of the NW and E arms:

Simionescu et al. (2011)
(stolen from N. Werner)

Perseus



Projected temperature and metallicity profiles:

excellent agreement with 
Chandra data

detailed profiles spanning 3 
decades in radius

profiles between r500 and 
r200 resolved for the first 
time

metallicity profile measured 
for the first time until the 
virial radius

r500

Simionescu et al. (2011)
(stolen from N. Werner)



Deprojected thermodynamic profiles:

shallow decline of electron 
density at large radii

entropy appears to flatten at 
large radii compared to the 
expected power-law

pressure at large radii 
greater than predicted by 
numerical simulations (fitted 
to XMM data inside r500 by 
Arnaud et al. 2010)

E cold 
front

r500

Simionescu et al. (2011)
(stolen from N. Werner)



fgas exceeds cosmic mean at 
large radii (r>0.6-0.7r200) 

most likely cause: the gas is 
clumpy, thus ne predicted 
from the X-ray surface 
brightness is biased high   

bottom panel shows the 
first measurements of the 
gas clumping factor 

important implications for 
future studies at very large 
radii in clusters, e.g. 
X-ray+SZ

Gas mass fraction profile towards the NW:

Simionescu et al. (2011)
(stolen from N. Werner)



Fossil Group RXJ 1159+5531 
Humphrey+2011



Fossil Group RXJ 1159+5531 

consistent with RXCJ 0605
inconsistent with Perseus

no gas clumping?
difference of environment?

Humphrey+2011



Summary

• 9 clusters selected from Snowden XMM catalog

• multiple directions probed to R200

• but need Chandra point source data

• average profiles to R100 ~ Rvir

• confirm falling kT profiles

• so far consistent with cosmic baryon fraction at R200

• lack of clumping, environmental factors?

• stay tuned….


